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Abstract—This study was undertaken to examine the impact of 

age and gender on faculty career progression in academia and to 

identify key performance indicators leading to attaining 

promotion. To explore any evidence of age-gender effect on 

faculty career progression, gender compositions, promotion 

rates, and appointment lengths at the assistant and associate 

professor levels are investigated. Furthermore, the underlying 

factors influencing faculty performance evaluation decisions are 

analyzed using the commercial data provided by Academic 

Analytics, LLC, which comprises the scholarly records of 336,793 

faculty members from 472 Ph.D.-granting universities in the 

United States during 2011-2020. Various machine learning 

techniques, including ensemble learning and association rule 

mining, are performed to determine the important features that 

provide the most significant insights into academic career 

growth. Our results indicate strong evidence of age-gender effect 

on faculty career advancement and underscore the significance of 

journal article and citation counts for career progression in 

higher education. 

 
Index Terms—Academic career, age bias, age-gender bias, 

association rule mining, classification, clustering, ensemble 

learning, extreme gradient boosting, gender bias, machine 

learning, random forest  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

NNATE by nature, aging is inevitable. Aging is often 

portrayed as synonymous with declines in physical and 

cognitive functions in our collective consciousness, which 

may manifest itself in implicit or explicit biases towards older 

adults [1]. Long-held false notions of eldership do not 

consider the delicate distinction between healthy aging and 

pathological conditions. Indeed, the detrimental effects of 

aging on human health are well-established in clinical research 

[2], [3]. However, as debunked by gerontologists who study 

the process of change in human capacities as a result of natural 

senescence, normal aging is no longer a myth revolving 
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around misconceptions [4]. Boundaries once perceived fixed 

are now extended by designing age-friendly work 

environments. The establishment of such systems accounting 

for individual differences and dispositions ensures that 

employees can operate successfully within the constraints of 

their body, mind, and emotion.  

Owing to gains in life expectancy, the year 2050 is expected 

to bear witness to a tectonic shift in population such that older 

adults will make up a larger proportion of people globally; 

older adults will comprise 16% of the population compared to 

9.3% in 2020 [5]. In addition, it is projected that one out of 

every four Americans will be categorized as an older 

individual by the year 2060 [6]. These trends highlight the 

importance of enhancing the participation of this rapidly 

growing population in the workforce. Addressing gender-

based barriers and biases in the workplace is equally 

important. Such prejudices can permeate all levels of 

academic structures, potentially affecting faculty career 

advancement. As vision takes root in academy, it is worth 

cultivating a diverse workplace culture at its core. Perspectives 

on age-gender disparities in institutions of higher education 

have ignited intense debates among scholars. Researchers are 

divided over the existence and extent of the age-gender effect 

(hereafter, AGE) on faculty career progression in academia; 

their viewpoints are discussed in the following sections. 

 

A. AGE, Scholarly Productivity, and Visibility 

Notwithstanding its inherent flaws, faculty research output 

as an indicator of scholarly excellence has long been of 

interest for a variety of reasons, among them the necessity to 

provide a basis for institutional practices, including annual 

reviews and merit raise decisions [7]. Stark gender differences 

in terms of research productivity and visibility have been well 

documented in the literature [8], [9]. Several studies exploring 

the link between gender and publication rate suggest that men 

disseminate more research papers than their female 

counterparts [10], [11]. Prior research also demonstrates that 

scientific works written by men tend to attract more 

recognition and citations compared to those of female scholars 

[12], [13]. Some researchers speculate that female academics 

face a myriad of professional challenges due to their work-

family role conflicts, such as caregiving for children or older 

adults, that can hinder their scientific productivity [14], [15]. 

Acknowledging the disproportionate household 

responsibilities shouldered by female faculty, some scholars 

argue that systematic barriers, including unfair workload 

allocation, peer review, and editorial decisions are 
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determinants of the scholarly productivity gender gap [16]. In 

contrast, a recent study highlights the gender invariant nature 

of research output and impact in science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) disciplines, claiming 

that the difference in the career length of professors is a chief 

reason for the skewed distribution of gendered outcomes [17]. 

Notably, empirical evidence shows that faculty tend to publish 

increasing numbers of books and fewer journal articles as age 

advances; this indicates a change in the preferred mode of 

knowledge dissemination rather than reduced productivity 

among older academics [18]. 

Great strides have been made in the quantitative assessment 

of scientific literature (commonly referred to as 

scientometrics) with the aid of machine learning (ML) 

techniques [19]-[21]. Brizan et al. [22] apply several ML 

models, such as adaptive boosting (AdaBoost), random forest 

(RF), and support vector machines (SVM), to predict citation 

patterns and possible future impact of scholarly work. It is 

clear that the exclusive reliance on publication counts and 

citation frequencies does not provide an equitable and robust 

basis for evaluating research quality. Drawing on critical 

reviews of metrics used for analyzing scholarly work, some 

scholars posit that solely using quantitative metrics to evaluate 

research impact can undervalue other aspects of faculty’s 

contributions that demonstrates a benefit to the community 

served [23]. Instead, Alperin et al. [24] urge us to integrate 

service, public outreach, and engagement into an institutional 

reward system. To this end, the use of open science and non-

traditional work products, such as WikiProjects, TEDx talks, 

science comics, video abstract, and expression through dance 

and play should be equally incentivized [25], [26]. 

 

B. AGE, Promotion, and Tenure 

A plethora of studies have aimed to shine light on 

disparities in the promotion and tenure (P&T) process through 

the lens of AGE [27], [28]. Recent qualitative research on 52 

women between the age of 34 to 82 in academic medicine 

examines how gender discrimination favoring men arises in 

the path of women on their career progression [29]. In the 

2010-2011 Higher Education Research Institute Faculty 

Survey, 65.3% of women (N = 13,010) regarded the P&T 

process as a main source of job-related stress [30]. The 

findings of a study conducted in research-intensive 

universities in the United Kingdom monitoring 12,000 

reference letters written for 3,700 applicants, echo the 

opinions and sentiments of referees on female candidates. By 

applying ML techniques, such as natural language processing, 

it appears that women are less likely to be ascribed with terms 

reflecting their academic abilities and research skills when 

compared to men [31]. Bronstein [32] states subtle forms of 

ageism that older female academics encounter, such as 

promotion denial due to having family-related career 

interruptions and employment gaps in their résumés. 

Similarly, Acker and Armenti [33] comment that some older 

females may experience a drastic change in P&T criteria over 

time that might not have been aligned with the guidelines that 

were enacted when they started their profession. 

Consequently, those women may not be able to build a body 

of evidence required to advance through the academic 

pipeline.  

While the stark gap in P&T caused by gender stereotyping 

reflects the dominant discourse in most studies, other possible 

root causes of differential gendered outcomes should not be 

overlooked [34]. For instance, Ceci and Williams [35] assert 

that one of the underlying reasons for gendered 

underrepresentation in science-intensive fields could be due to 

women’s personal and professional preferences when 

considering tenure-track roles, regardless of whether these 

preferences are formed autonomously or influenced by 

societal factors. Further, Gino et al. [36] claim that women 

may envision their life goals differently than men, with career 

progression as an attainable goal is assigned a lower priority 

by female scholars. In another study, Williams and Ceci [37] 

designed several cognitive experiments wherein hypothetical 

applicants with identical scholarly backgrounds were 

presented to 873 tenure-track faculty at 371 U.S. universities 

to recommend them for assistant professorship with the intent 

to verify gender bias in hiring. The remarkable observation 

found by their experiments is that women were twice as likely 

to be rated as competent and hirable as men by both female 

and male evaluators [37]. A more recent study examining data 

related to academic psychologists in Germany shows that 

women are not only institutionally disenfranchised, but their 

intellectual contributions are also more highly valued toward 

career advancement [38]. Although some of the above 

findings may not hold true for the United States, demonstrated 

success stories of leveling the playing field for women may 

help alleviate the existing global gender gap. 

Recent scholarship regards the lack of clarity and 

transparency in P&T criteria and processes as roadblocks to 

faculty career growth [39]. In addition, it may take 

significantly longer for women to achieve promotion than men 

[40]. An empirical examination of time in rank is essential for 

several reasons. This factor can shape the faculty’s experience 

of promotion clarity and employment precarity. The body of 

scholarly work examining promotion and retention in higher 

education elucidates that remaining at the rank of associate 

professor for an extended period can adversely influence 

faculty members’ perception of the P&T process’s 

transparency and their overall job satisfaction [41]. Moreover, 

prolonged appointment duration serving as an associate 

professor without advancement to the status of full professor 

may potentially restrict faculty members from participating in 

specific administrative roles [42]. With the absence of national 

data on the time frame for promotion, research is taking place 

at local and isolated levels, such as one or a few disciplines, 

colleges, or universities with small sample sizes. Based on 

data from 401 respondents of the Associate Professor Survey, 

the time to promotion from associate to full professor for 

women and men are 8.2 and 6.6 years on average, respectively 

[43]. On the contrary, another report finds that on average 
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women spent six years at the associate professor rank while 

men spent seven years before they attained a promotion to full 

professor [44]. The aforementioned studies illustrate the 

complexity of identifying the underlying mechanisms that 

drive AGE in academia. 

Research analyzing the representation of female/aging 

female faculty in higher education is sparse. Most intellectual 

work in literature is limited in scope, which compromises the 

generalizability and transferability of the results. The research 

presented in our study takes advantage of big data provided by 

Academic Analytics, encompassing the scholarly records of 

336,793 faculty from 472 Ph.D.-granting universities in the 

United States during 2011-2020. The main focus of this study 

is to identify whether there is measurable evidence of AGE 

that influences faculty career progression in academia by 

employing statistical and ML techniques. Specifically, the 

following research questions are explored in this study: 

 

1) What is the gender composition of faculty across 

academic ranks by discipline? 

2) Do female/aging female faculty advance to the 

associate and full professor ranks at the same rate as 

their male peers? 

3) What is the average number of years that female 

faculty spend in appointments as an 

assistant/associate professor before earning a 

promotion to the rank of associate/full professor, 
respectively? 

4) Which key performance indicators (KPIs) can predict 

faculty career progression in each field? 

 

The contributions of this paper are fourfold. To the best of 

our knowledge, this research is the first comprehensive 

longitudinal investigation of the link between AGE and 

faculty career growth in academia. Second, we are among the 

first to employ state-of-the-art ML techniques in the domain of 

higher education to predict the most significant criteria leading 

to promotions. Third, we believe this is the largest study so far 

documenting the average appointment time in years that 

faculty spend at the ranks of assistant and associate professor. 

Finally, the dataset that forms the foundation of our study is 

publicly accessible on IEEE DataPort [45]. This initiative 

underscores our commitment to advancing open science 

practices within the big data community. We trust that this 

contribution will support replication studies and inspire future 

research endeavors. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 

II presents our research methodology in sequential steps. The 

results of our study are discussed in Section III. Section IV 

concludes this study by articulating the limitations of our 

research and suggesting areas for future investigation. 

 II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Data were derived from the Academic Analytics 

commercial database to compare 135,714 female and 201,079 

male faculty members associated with 472 American 

universities in terms of gender compositions, rates of 

promotion, and the years spent in the assistant and associate 

ranks by field. Furthermore, KPIs were defined by analyzing 

the interplay between different variables in the data. The data 

include information about each faculty member’s gender, 

terminal degree year, academic rank, journal article 

publications, conference proceeding publications, professional 

honors and awards, federal research grants, book publications, 

book chapters, citations, and patents from the years 2011 to 

2020. These features were considered as independent variables 

in the model. The key dependent variable of interest was 

“promotion,” which was measured by observing a change in 

academic rank for a faculty member over the course of the 

2011-2020 study period. As summarized in Table S1, the 

records of faculty associated with 171 Ph.D. programs were 

grouped into 11 broad fields following Academic Analytics’ 

taxonomy of academic programs, which itself follows the 

National Center for Education Statistics Classification of 

Instructional Programs code classifications [46]. This study 

used a two-tier method, applying both descriptive statistics 

and ML techniques. Descriptive statistics were deployed to 

address our first three research questions regarding gender 

compositions, rates of promotion, and time in rank. ML 

methodology was employed to examine KPIs, our last 

research question. Data analysis was performed in Python 3.10 

using the Pandas (1.4.3), NumPy (1.23.1), Sklearn (0.0), 

Mlxtend (0.20.0), XGBoost (1.6.1), Matplotlib (3.5.2), Plotapi 

[47], and JoyPy (0.2.6) libraries. Fig. 1 is a schematic 

representation of the methodology used in this research, which 

we briefly describe here. 

 

A. Data Preprocessing 

Data preprocessing is a vital stage of rigorous data analysis 

that ensures precision and accuracy of outcomes. As we are 

interested in examining the promotion patterns of academics 

over time, and full professorship is the highest rank that 

faculty can achieve, the records of people who were already 

full professors in the year 2011 were omitted from the dataset. 

Records with no assigned gender binary or terminal degree 

year were also excluded. Furthermore, several output variables 

were defined to address the present study’s research questions. 

First, a promotion was described as a change in the academic 

rank status of a faculty member from a lower to a higher rank. 

In the present study, the term “promotion” is used in its 

broadest sense to refer to both tenure and promotion 

appointments. Also, faculty appointments were assembled into 

three ranks, in which Ranks 1, 2, and 3 refer to full, associate, 

and assistant professorship, respectively. It is worth noting 

that the proportion of missing values across rank variables 

during 2011-2020 in the dataset is approximately 40%. In this 

experiment, missing values were initially imputed by using the 

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) method, where K equals five, 

assuming that the variables are missing at random. However, 

the data with missingness were eventually analyzed, since the 

root mean square error of KNN as a widely used imputation 
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technique was above 0.5, indicating the low efficacy of the 

approach. Second, the length of time spent in each rank was 

measured from the first year that a faculty member’s 

information initially appeared in the Academic Analytics 

database until the year that a change in rank was recorded. 

Finally, the formula for estimating the age of each faculty 

member in a given year was constructed by incorporating the 

median age at doctorate parameter of the 2020 NSF Survey of 

Earned Doctorates into the formula, as shown in (1) [48]. In 

(1), 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖 denotes the chronological age of faculty in year i. i 

represents the calendar year. The MAD (median age at 

doctorate) parameter indicates the median age of doctoral 

recipients in the relevant broad field of study in years. Also, 

the TDY (terminal degree year) parameter is included in the 

Academic Analytics database (see Table S1). 

 

𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖 = (𝑖 − 𝑇𝐷𝑌) + 𝑀𝐴𝐷         𝑖 = 2011, … , 2020.        (1) 

 

There is no consensus on the ideal age to define “older 

adults” [49]. In this study, records were categorized into three 

age groups: those between 45 to 54 years, 55 to 64 years, and 

65 years of age and above, based on age as of the year 2020. 

There are three reasons for adopting these age groups. First, 

the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 prohibits 

age-based discrimination in hiring and promotion against 

employees 40 years of age or older [50]. Second, the extracted 

dataset entails 10 years of collected data on scholarly records 

of faculty members. Therefore, creating age groups within the 

range of ten is desirable. Third, these age classes allow us to 

discern differences between early-career, mid-career, and  

 

 

senior faculty members in terms of attaining promotions. The 

next step in data preprocessing was to perform descriptive 

statistics to record measures of frequency, central tendency, 

and dispersion for different attributes present in the dataset. 

Then, the data were prepared for usage in ML models, 

including both supervised and unsupervised learning 

algorithms. To estimate the performance of the supervised 

learning models, the dataset was split into two subsets: 

training and testing. The former was used to build ML models, 

and the latter served to evaluate the performance of the 

algorithms. More precisely, the testing set can gauge the 

accuracy of the predictions on unseen and future observations 

by comparing predicted values with actual values of the 

records included in the testing set. Hence, data points were 

randomly divided into training and testing sets using a 70:30 

ratio. Finally, data were normalized by rescaling values to the 

range between zero and one. 

 

B. Model Development 

Without being directly programmed, ML algorithms are 

potent data mining tools that solve sophisticated problems by 

learning from example. ML models are generally classified 

into two subgroups: supervised and unsupervised learning 

algorithms. Supervised learning models refer to algorithms in 

which the data labels of records included in the training set are 

known to the mathematical model. For example, in this study, 

the promotion status of each faculty was defined as a 

dichotomous variable having a value of one or zero, which 

represents the “promoted” or “not promoted” categories, 

Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of methodology. 
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respectively. Thus, the task to be carried out by supervised 

learning algorithms was to foresee whether a record is in the 

“promoted” class while also detecting the set of features that 

most influence the prediction. Conversely, unsupervised 

learning algorithms discover hidden patterns within an 

unlabeled dataset. In the current study, nine prominent ML 

algorithms were generated for classification and clustering 

purposes. As such, eight supervised learning models were 

created to predict variables influencing promotion, including 

RF, AdaBoost, extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), 

extremely randomized trees (Extra trees), logistic regression 

(LR), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), SVM, and KNN. 

Additionally, association rule mining (ARM) as an 

unsupervised learning algorithm was constructed to articulate 

meaningful correlations and interactions between diverse 

features in the data. Among these models, LR and LDA can 

only support linear solutions, whereas other models can deal 

with non-linear problems. Here, each model is defined briefly, 

since delineating all algorithms’ logical specifications is 

beyond the scope of this paper.  

RF, AdaBoost, XGBoost, and Extra trees are ensemble-

based learning models that combine several decision trees 

through an iterative process to make more warranted 

predictions. In a divide and conquer approach, decision trees 

as members of the ensemble infer decision rules by recursively 

splitting nodes into subnodes for predicting an event. The 

main advantage of ensemble-based learning algorithms is their 

robustness against outliers and missing values [51], [52]. The 

fundamental difference between these models lies in their data 

sampling methods. RF uses the bagging technique in a greedy 

approach, which involves random sampling of input data with 

replacement to create a decision tree at each iteration. At the 

end, the votes from all trees are considered in the final 

prediction, in a process called majority voting that benefits 

from the wisdom of the crowd. The overarching aim of 

bagging is to reduce variance within a learning model. In 

contrast, AdaBoost and XGBoost use the boosting sampling 

technique, which entails drawing data points that are 

incorrectly predicted by decision trees constructed in 

preceding steps. As knowledge about training data 

accumulates, these models can improve their estimates by 

assigning more weights to any misclassified observations in 

previous iterations to decrease bias [53]. Inversely, Extra trees 

are another ensemble learning model that exhaustively 

searches the entire dataset to create decision trees at each 

iteration. 

Despite their differences in assumptions about underlying 

data, such as normality and linearity, LR and LDA share many 

theoretical properties. They both determine the group 

membership of data points in linear classification problems. 

SVM as a knowledge extraction technique sets non-linear 

decision boundaries in high dimensional data using 

hyperplanes that maximize the margins between classes. The 

KNN algorithm assigns a new observation to a category by 

capturing the degree to which a similarity is present in close 

proximity [54]. Ultimately, ARM as a clustering technique 

finds which attributes go together in a large set of data items 

by deriving rules that describe their probabilistic relationships. 

ARM examines the dataset to detect frequent item sets that 

satisfy minimum support and confidence thresholds. Support 

simply measures how frequently a set of items co-occur in the 

data. In the same vein, confidence can be expressed as the 

fraction of records containing both variables A and B to the 

total number of records that entails A. The association rule is 

shown as 𝐴 → 𝐵 wherein A is called the antecedent and B is 

the consequent [55]. In the current research, a deep ARM was 

exploited to discover the sets of frequent features, feature 

pairs, and feature N-tuplets that function cooperatively in 

predicting KPIs. 

 

C. Model Optimization 

Once ML models are developed, it is imperative to evaluate 

the performance of the algorithms. The accuracy of prediction 

as a form of classification task can be measured by using a 

confusion matrix. The confusion matrix can visualize when a 

classifier is confused and perplexed about the class 

membership of a data point. It categorizes the predictions into 

four distinct outcomes: true positives, true negatives, false 

positives, and false negatives. From these outcomes, metrics 

such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score are derived, 

providing insight into the model’s diagnostic capabilities [56]. 

Another approach to assess how well the predictions match the 

observed data is to implement K-fold cross-validation. K-fold 

cross-validation is a resampling strategy that partitions the 

dataset into K equally sized, non-overlapping subsets. Within 

this framework, the model undergoes training on K-1 of these 

subsets, while the remaining subset is used for validation 

purposes. This procedure is repeated K times, with the mean 

of the performance metrics from these iterations providing an 

estimate of the model’s predictive accuracy. The number of 

folds, K, can vary from two to n-1, where n signifies the total 

number of data points and n-1 corresponds to the leave-one-

out cross-validation (LOOCV) technique. In LOOCV, the 

model is trained on all data points except one, which is 

reserved for validation. Nevertheless, determining the optimal 

number of folds poses a challenge, as higher K values may 

lead to increased computational complexity. Establishing a 

robust testing condition is critical for benchmarking the 

performance of the model and to identify the optimal number 

of K. LOOCV offers a solution to this problem, serving as a 

gold standard for model evaluation. A sensitivity analysis was 

therefore executed over a spectrum of K values, ranging from 

two to 30, employing an RF classifier. Subsequently, the mean 

accuracy of model predictions for varying K values was 

compared against the performance derived from LOOCV. The 

sensitivity analysis concluded that a configuration of 17 folds 

in K-fold cross-validation yields the highest mean accuracy, 

aligning closest with the LOOCV benchmark [57].  

In a meta learning sphere, hyperparameters of ML 

algorithms govern the learning process. Since model 

performance depends extensively on hyperparameters, it is of 
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paramount importance to explore the parameter space to arrive 

at local optimal solutions. For hyperparameter optimization, a 

set of discrete model parameters, such as learning rate and 

number of decision trees in the forest, are defined. In the 

present study, the hyperparameters were tuned using the 

randomized grid search technique. This method uses cross-

validation to select a different combination of features at each 

iteration in order to identify the best candidates for improved 

predictive accuracy. As previously stated, the K-fold cross-

validation technique with K equals to 17 was configured for 

the experiment. The performance metrics obtained from 

executing the classifiers are outlined in Table 1. Once all 

improvement opportunities surfaced, it became evident that 

RF and XGBoost were the top two algorithms, outperforming 

the other models across all performance metrics, as shown in 

Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

MODELS PERFORMANCE METRICS 

Model  Accuracy  Precision  Recall  F1-Score  

RF  97%  97%  93%  95%  
AdaBoost  90%  83%  86%  85%  

XGBoost  98%  98%  96%  97%  
Extra Tree  96%  97%  92%  95%  

LR  81%  76%  61%  68%  
LDA  68%  69%  6%  12%  

SVM  67%  0%  0%  0%  

KNN  72%  61%  42%  50%  

 

It is worthwhile to mention that not all variables influence 

the prediction results of a model. There are some features that 

play a leading role in a model’s performance and enhance the 

interpretability of the algorithms. Both RF and XGBoost 

support feature selection. They find the strongest attributes in 

data and assign a score to the magnitude of their relative 

importance to the predictive model. For this study, the types of 

importance scores were configured on Gini Index for RF and 

Information Gain for XGBoost. Gini Index captures the 

relevance of a feature to the learning process by measuring the 

probability of misclassification when that feature is selected 

randomly. Similarly, Information Gain is a function that 

quantifies how much information is required to identify the 

label of a data point [58]. Bringing these threads together, the 

results shown in Table 1 suggest that RF and XGBoost models 

should be selected to predict the attributes most contributing to 

promotion. 

III. RESULTS 

Our first three research questions aim to detect evidence of 

AGE influencing faculty career progression in higher 

education by identifying the gender compositions, rates of 

promotion, and time in rank of female and male professors. 

Our last research question investigates the KPIs forecasting 

promotion in each broad field of study. 

 

A. Gender Composition 

To advance our understanding of possible gender 

disparities, the total number of female professors were 

compared with the total number of male professors in each 

broad field by academic rank. Fig. 2 provides the findings of 

our first research question summarized as percentage 

distribution and demographic profile of faculty by gender and 

academic rank. It is apparent from Fig. 2 that engineering, 

physical and mathematical sciences, natural resources and 

conservation, agricultural sciences, biological and biomedical 

sciences, and business exhibited a markedly higher percentage 

(above 70%) of full professorship positions occupied by male 

faculty. Closer inspection of Fig. 2 reveals that except for 

business, the other fields with the higher proportion of male 

full professors are generally considered STEM-designated 

degree programs [59]. Relatedly, the percentage of male 

associate professors were significantly higher (70% and 

higher) than females in engineering and in physical and 

mathematical sciences. Education and health profession 

sciences were distinctive among all groups for having the 

highest representation of female faculty; above 45% at the 

rank of full professor and above 50% for associate and 

assistant appointments. Additionally, in family, consumer, and 

human sciences, humanities, and in social and behavioral 

sciences, men surpassed women in being appointed to 

positions at a full and associate professor level with a percent 

distribution of over 60% and 50%, respectively. 

 

B. Rate of Promotion 

To explore our second research question, rates of promotion 

from assistant to associate and from associate to full professor 

were determined through a longitudinal analysis of how 

faculty navigated the career ladder during the 2010s. The 

promotion rate refers to the total number of promotions 

received by faculty over ten years in each defined age-gender 

category, which includes women/men between 45 to 54 years, 

55 to 64 years, and finally 65 years of age and older. This 

measure of frequency puts the prevalence of promotion in the 

perspective of the population size in each category. In fact, the 

rate of promotion makes it easier to see the percentage of the 

population size in each category that is promoted. 

Consequently, comparisons between genders, ages, and 

academic ranks are possible. Table 2 displays the total number 

and promotion rates of faculty in each different age-gender 

category, as well as their corresponding population size by 

broad field.
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Fig. 2. Sankey diagrams of gender compositions of faculty across three academic ranks (full professor, associate professor, and 

assistant professor) for 11 board fields of study, including agricultural sciences, biological and biomedical sciences, business, 

education, engineering, family, consumer, and human sciences, health professions sciences, humanities, natural resources and 
conservation, physical and mathematical sciences, as well as social and behavioral sciences. The numbers displayed on the links 

of each diagram indicate the percentage of faculty in each rank, with their width being proportionate to the percent distribution. 
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TABLE 2 

RATE OF PROMOTION BY AGE-GENDER CATEGORY AND BROAD FIELD OF STUDY 

       Broad Discipline  

  
Age-gender   

Category  

Agricultural 
Sciences 

Biological & 

Biomedical 
Sciences 

Business Education Engineering 

Family, 

Consumer & 
Human 

Sciences 

Health 

Professions 
Sciences 

Humanities 

Natural 

Resources & 
Conservation 

Physical & 

Mathematical 
Sciences 

Social & 

Behavioral 
Sciences 

N  8,498 53,001 18,529 16,659 38,249 24,476 24,199 52,731 7,177 47,009 46,265 

#*Female faculty  2,993 19,920 6,392 8,973 11,125 11,536 13,996 23,290 2,530 14,922 20,037 

#Male faculty  5,505 33,081 12,137 7,686 27,124 12,940 10,203 29,441 4,647 32,087 26,228 

#Faculty (45-54)  2,760 18,336 6,126 6,327 11,751 8,692 7,562 19,141 2,440 14,964 15,650 

#Faculty (55-64)  1,460 10,843 3,406 4,655 5,745 5,084 4,120 12,219 1,298 7,236 7,743 

#Faculty (> 65)  1,103 8,205 2,917 3,441 4,065 3,977 2,876 8,806 953 5,398 6,013 

#Women (45-54)  1,000 7,124 2,268 3,556 3,518 4,278 4,334 8,675 894 4,854 7,035 

#Women (55-64)  447 3,931 1,162 2,604 1,527 2,311 2,236 5,369 385 2,120 3,176 

#Women (> 65)  222 2,034 619 1,483 649 1,315 1,050 3,053 185 968 1,686 

#Men (45-54)  1,760 11,212 3,858 2,771 8,233 4,414 3,228 10,466 1,546 10,110 8,615 

#Men (55-64)  1,013 6,912 2,244 2,051 4,218 2,773 1,884 6,850 913 5,116 4,567 

#Men (> 65)  881 6,171 2,298 1,958 3,416 2,662 1,826 5,753 768 4,430 4,327 

#Promoted women   991 6,068 1,887 2,815 3,646 3,462 3,241 8,220 775 4,868 6,774 

#Promoted men  1,793 10,289 3,517 2,317 9,051 3,804 2,558 10,429 1,441 10,866 8,862 

%*Promoted women  33.11% 30.46% 29.52% 31.37% 32.77% 30.01% 23.16% 35.29% 30.63% 32.62% 33.81% 

%Promoted men  32.57% 31.10% 28.98% 30.15% 33.37% 29.40% 25.07% 35.42% 31.01% 33.86% 33.79% 

#Promoted women to assoc.  651 3,884 1,254 1,833 2,362 2,285 2,159 5,076 510 3,150 4,411 

#Promoted men to assoc.  1,053 5,846 2,187 1,442 5,224 2,322 1,541 6,025 827 6,244 5,242 

#Promoted women to full  465 2,868 795 1,259 1,741 1,446 1,372 3,768 356 2,309 3,041 

#Promoted men to full  948 5,631 1,710 1,099 5,031 1,813 1,279 5,329 813 6,055 4,596 

%Promoted women to assoc.  21.75% 19.50% 19.62% 20.43% 21.23% 19.81% 15.43% 21.79% 20.16% 21.11% 22.01% 

%Promoted men to assoc.  19.13% 17.61% 18.20% 18.76% 19.26% 17.94% 15.10% 20.46% 17.80% 19.46% 19.99% 

%Promoted women to full  15.54% 14.40% 12.44% 14.03% 15.65% 12.53% 9.80% 16.18% 14.07% 15.47% 15.18% 

%Promoted men to full  17.22% 17.02% 14.09% 14.30% 18.55% 14.01% 12.54% 18.10% 17.50% 18.87% 17.52% 

#Promoted women to assoc. (45-54)  326 2,181 778 1,378 879 1,428 901 3,311 255 1,227 2,230 

#Promoted women to assoc. (55-64)  28 358 63 350 79 181 111 462 20 119 165 

#Promoted women to assoc. (> 65)  4 61 8 48 9 41 22 87 7 21 26 

#Promoted men to assoc. (45-54)  490 3,380 1,338 1,100 1,894 1,468 760 3,887 416 2,537 2,620 

#Promoted men to assoc. (55-64)  47 469 97 254 148 219 82 554 33 185 196 

#Promoted men to assoc. (> 65)  4 93 23 49 44 49 18 126 4 61 51 

%Promoted women to assoc. (45-54)  32.60% 30.61% 34.30% 38.75% 24.99% 33.38% 20.79% 38.17% 28.52% 25.28% 31.70% 

%Promoted women to assoc. (55-64)  6.26% 9.11% 5.42% 13.44% 5.17% 7.83% 4.96% 8.60% 5.19% 5.61% 5.20% 

%Promoted women to assoc. (> 65)  1.80% 3.00% 1.29% 3.24% 1.39% 3.12% 2.10% 2.85% 3.78% 2.17% 1.54% 

%Promoted men to assoc. (45-54)  27.84% 30.15% 34.68% 39.70% 23.00% 33.26% 23.54% 37.14% 26.91% 25.09% 30.41% 

%Promoted men to assoc. (55-64)  4.64% 6.79% 4.32% 12.38% 3.51% 7.90% 4.35% 8.09% 3.61% 3.62% 4.29% 

%Promoted men to assoc. (> 65)  0.45% 1.51% 1.00% 2.50% 1.29% 1.84% 0.99% 2.19% 0.52% 1.38% 1.18% 

#Promoted women to full (45-54)  271 1,451 412 330 1,087 654 767 1,393 211 1,472 1,809 

#Promoted women to full (55-64)  145 1,019 304 723 373 602 411 1,774 98 497 882 

#Promoted women to full (> 65)  21 289 71 206 80 163 69 570 29 117 221 

#Promoted men to full (45-54)  558 2,868 906 275 2,998 819 709 2,155 486 3,667 2,641 

#Promoted men to full (55-64)  284 1,895 615 610 1,056 709 376 2,266 231 1,363 1,298 

#Promoted men to full (> 65)  55 664 161 213 364 266 109 855 51 448 449 

%Promoted women to full (45-54)  27.10% 20.37% 18.17% 9.28% 30.90% 15.29% 17.70% 16.06% 23.60% 30.33% 25.71% 

%Promoted women to full (55-64)  32.44% 25.92% 26.16% 27.76% 24.43% 26.05% 18.38% 33.04% 25.45% 23.44% 27.77% 

%Promoted women to full (> 65)  9.46% 14.21% 11.47% 13.89% 12.33% 12.40% 6.57% 18.67% 15.68% 12.09% 13.11% 

%Promoted men to full (45-54)  31.70% 25.58% 23.48% 9.92% 36.41% 18.55% 21.96% 20.59% 31.44% 36.27% 30.66% 

%Promoted men to full (55-64)  28.04% 27.42% 27.41% 29.74% 25.04% 25.57% 19.96% 33.08% 25.30% 26.64% 28.42% 

%Promoted men to full (> 65)  6.24% 10.76% 7.00% 10.88% 10.66% 9.99% 5.97% 14.86% 6.64% 10.11% 10.38% 

  Note. *The # and % symbols denote the total number and rate of promotion of faculty in each row of the table, respectively.
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As depicted in Table 2, overall rates of promotion for 

women (%Promoted women) in five out of 11 disciplines, 

including agricultural sciences, business, education, family, 

consumer and human sciences as well as social and behavioral 

sciences were slightly higher than those of men. However, the 

disaggregated promotion rates by age-gender subgroups 

necessitate a more nuanced interpretation. For example, the 

overall rates of promotion from assistant to associate professor 

for women (%Promoted women to assoc.) were higher than 

men in all broad fields. Nonetheless, it is starkly clear from 

Table 2 that the rates of promotion from associate to full 

professor (%Promoted men to full) for males were higher than 

for females across all disciplines. Also, the population 

breakdown by age group shows that the rate of promotion 

from associate to full professor for women who are between 

45-54 years of age (%Promoted women to full (45-54)), were 

lower than their male counterparts. Moreover, in the 55-64 

years age group, female faculty promotion rates to full 

professorship (%Promoted women to full (55-64)), were lower 

than for male faculty in all fields with the exceptions of 

agricultural sciences and family, consumer, and human 

sciences, as well as natural resources and conservation. On the 

contrary, the rate of promotion to full professorship for 

women above the age of 65 (%Promoted women to full (> 

65)), was higher than older male faculty’s rates in all broad 

fields. 

 

C. Time in Rank 

Turning to our third research question, time in rank denotes 

the number of years that faculty spend in an academic rank 

before earning a promotion to the next higher rank. Table 3 

presents the average number of years spent at the rank of 

assistant and associate professor by gender and discipline and 

conveys information regarding the variation present in the 

data.  

In Table 3, the first column shows the broad field, and the 

second column displays the number of faculty who were 

promoted to associate and full ranks from either an assistant or 

associate professor level, respectively. In addition, the number 

of years spent in each appointment, along with its 

corresponding values of mean and standard deviation, are 

shown for women and men in the subsequent columns. 

Finally, the last two columns display the results of two-tailed 

t-tests conducted to determine whether there is a significant 

difference in mean values between females and males at an 

alpha level equal to 0.05. The signature finding derived from 

Table 3 is that time in rank was longer for female faculty than 

male faculty in either assistant or associate positions across all 

disciplines apart from education. In addition, it took even 

longer for women to be promoted to full professorship 

compared to men. The average number of years at the assistant 

professor rank for female faculty was 4.02, while it was 3.91 

years for male faculty across all fields. Likewise, on average 

women spent 5.33 years in associate professorship, while the 

average time frame for men to exit from the rank of associate 

professor was 5.13 years across all taxonomies. The largest 

and smallest differences between the average number of years  

serving at the rank of associate professor between men and 

women were present in agricultural sciences and education, 

respectively. 

 

D. Key Performance Indicators 

Let us now consider our last research question. In our study, 

we sought to identify variables that explain the promotion 

criteria in terms of scholarly activities, KPIs, using feature 

selection techniques. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the important 

features extracted by RF and XGBoost, respectively. In 

addition, data were transformed into binary values for ARM, 

with minimal support set at 0.2 and minimal confidence at 0.7. 

Only records with the “promoted” status were input into the 

ARM algorithm to find common attributes, and their 

intertwined relationships that best describe the characteristics 

of faculty who earned promotions in each field, as illustrated 

in Table 4. 

As reflected in Fig. 3, article count and article citation count 

are the top two features consistent across all broad fields, apart 

from humanities. Following article count and article citation 

count, the third and fourth important features include: book 

chapter count and grant dollar amount in agricultural sciences, 

heath profession sciences, and natural resources and 

conservation; grant dollar amount and book count in 

biological and biomedical sciences; book chapter count and 

book count in business and education, as well as in family, 

consumer, and human sciences; conference proceeding count 

and book chapter count in engineering; grant dollar amount 

and book chapter count in physical and mathematical sciences; 

and book count and book chapter count in social and 

behavioral sciences, respectively. In humanities, article count, 

book count, article citation count, and book chapter count 

constitute the first four KPIs. Fig. 4 presents slightly different 

KPIs derived from deploying the XGBoost feature selection 

technique. For example, Co-PI grant dollar amount is among 

the top four most important features in agricultural sciences, 

as well as biological and biomedical sciences. Also, important 

feature sets along with their corresponding association rules 

derived from executing a deep ARM can be identified in Table 

4. It appears, for example, that conference proceeding count is 

an important factor affecting promotions in engineering. 

Furthermore, in physical and mathematical sciences, the 

number of article citations and grants received in the past can 

influence the monetary amount of future grants for faculty 

members. In education, the number of previously published 

articles, book chapters, and books can affect the number of 

citations to articles that a person receives.
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TABLE 3 

TIME IN RANK BY GENDER AND BROAD FIELD OF STUDY 

Taxonomy n 

Women Men 

t(inf.) 
p-

value 
Appointment duration in years  

𝜇* 𝜎* 
Appointment duration in years 

𝜇 𝜎 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Agricultural  
Sciences 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

94 102 84 102 94 128 45 15 6 4.01 2.02 149 182 134 151 147 212 67 25 7 3.96 2.02 0.43 0.667 

# to full from assoc. 65 63 57 65 85 67 56 156 10 5.09 2.45 161 145 136 152 131 108 97 330 21 4.75 2.56 2.81 0.005* 

Biological &  
Biomedical  
Sciences 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

674 621 524 553 548 618 358 137 52 3.97 2.15 1,033 908 873 877 819 903 443 179 75 3.88 2.10 2.13 0.033* 

# to full from assoc. 493 390 396 455 431 350 301 1,141 87 5.08 2.57 1,070 875 819 904 740 637 483 2,275 137 4.94 2.62 2.79 0.005* 

Business 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

160 191 189 204 190 190 98 56 27 4.13 2.10 315 363 301 355 315 349 176 85 37 4.04 2.10 1.25 0.212 

# to full from assoc. 93 107 90 135 118 122 86 445 39 5.63 2.47 268 240 264 293 236 192 153 955 48 5.36 2.58 3.17 0.002* 

Education 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

285 292 277 283 258 322 135 46 18 3.93 2.04 230 222 187 225 223 267 100 28 15 3.95 2.03 -0.27 0.787 

# to full from assoc. 172 154 176 174 216 223 128 567 46 5.37 2.47 158 155 194 152 150 136 116 571 40 5.36 2.57 0.11 0.912 

Engineering 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

384 359 335 317 356 394 200 73 20 3.97 2.09 786 780 797 755 767 979 385 106 44 3.96 2.02 0.14 0.889 

# to full from assoc. 250 228 257 263 286 204 180 683 45 5.14 2.51 840 733 809 800 727 608 385 2,044 105 4.99 2.56 2.43 0.015* 

Family,  
Consumer & 
Human  
Sciences 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

304 322 332 362 309 451 204 61 24 4.13 2.04 328 356 372 330 331 437 176 47 18 3.98 2.00 2.56 0.011* 

# to full from assoc. 200 185 186 224 229 208 151 810 63 5.55 2.51 290 261 288 285 249 250 147 1,066 64 5.41 2.59 1.94 0.053 

Health  
Professions 
Sciences 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

327 327 336 342 352 354 168 69 27 4.00 2.05 260 246 250 248 235 263 98 31 10 3.82 1.98 2.78 0.006* 

# to full from assoc. 192 187 224 226 207 193 144 533 52 5.15 2.50 223 200 184 218 172 158 98 539 36 5.02 2.59 1.51 0.131 

Humanities 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

763 778 715 804 722 912 377 137 55 3.99 2.05 895 947 897 972 868 1,077 393 124 46 3.91 1.99 2.03 0.043* 

# to full from assoc. 539 499 498 527 487 532 409 2,538 199 5.74 2.55 828 740 756 830 699 700 480 3,221 212 5.51 2.59 5.34 0.000* 

Natural  
Resources & 
Conservation 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

73 69 74 75 75 90 44 20 6 4.13 2.09 156 128 141 116 107 137 48 13 7 3.70 2.01 3.69 0.000* 

# to full from assoc. 55 45 35 54 61 51 33 145 9 5.22 2.52 147 102 116 121 120 107 74 277 21 4.93 2.56 2.13 0.033* 

Physical & 

Mathematical 
Sciences 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

467 490 440 476 501 525 256 101 32 4.02 2.06 1,014 958 885 955 916 1,123 426 131 45 3.90 2.02 2.74 0.006* 

# to full from assoc. 307 280 317 352 383 318 228 937 77 5.26 2.48 1,036 888 968 969 870 689 464 2,466 155 4.99 2.58 5.21 0.000* 

Social &  
Behavioral  
Sciences 

# to assoc. from 
asst. 

639 707 589 659 651 766 383 141 55 4.05 2.08 788 807 778 751 817 935 379 115 49 3.96 2.02 2.34 0.019* 

# to full from assoc. 393 362 444 487 455 418 348 1,488 129 5.46 2.49 691 718 703 710 674 561 404 2,121 133 5.18 2.57 5.61 0.000* 

Note. *The difference in mean values of time in rank for males and females is significant at p < 0.05. 𝜇 and 𝜎 denote mean and standard deviation, respectively. The # 

symbol represents the total number of faculty in each row of the table. 
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Fig. 3. Feature importance scores for various scholarly records of faculty generated by RF using Gini Index. The importance 

scores range from zero to one, wherein higher values indicate a greater effect of a metric on the RF model for predicting 

promotion. It is of note that in each diagram, the total sum of the scores of all features add up to one as they are normalized by 

the RF algorithm. 
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Fig. 4. Feature importance scores for different scholarly records of faculty extracted by XGBoost using Information Gain. 

Higher importance scores signify greater impact of a feature on the prediction task. 
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TABLE 4 

FREQUENT ITEM SETS AND ASSOCIATION RULES 

 

Taxonomy 
 

Possible 

results 
Frequent item sets (≥ support) Association rules (≥ confidence) 

Agricultural  

Sciences 

1 
support =0.95 

{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 
support =0.48 

{Article count, Book chapter count} 

confidence = 0.99 

{Book chapter count → Article count} 

3 

support =0.47 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Book chapter count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Book chapter count 
→ Article count} 

4 

support =0.42 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Grant count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Article count, Grant count 
→ Grant dollar amount} 

Biological & Biomedical  
Sciences 

1 
support =0.94 
{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 

support =0.59 

{Article citation count, Grant dollar 
amount} 

confidence = 0.99 

{ Grant dollar amount → Article citation count} 

3 

support =0.59 

{Article count, Grant count, Grant dollar 

amount} 

confidence = 1 

{Article count, Grant count → Grant dollar 

amount} 

4 

support =0.59 

{Article count, Article citation count, 

Grant count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Article count, Grant count 

→ Grant dollar amount} 

Business 

1 
support =0.93 

{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 
support =0.46 
{Article count, Book chapter count} 

confidence = 0.98 
{ Book chapter count → Article count} 

3 

support =0.44 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Book chapter count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Book chapter count 
→ Article count} 

4 
 

support =0.21 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Book chapter count, Conference 

proceeding count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Book chapter count, 
Conference proceeding count → Article count} 

Education 

1 
support =0.87 
{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 
support =0.63 

{Article count, Book chapter count} 

confidence = 0.97 

{ Book chapter count → Article count} 

3 
support =0.59 
{Article count, Article citation count, 

Book chapter count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count, Book chapter count 

→ Article count} 

4 
support =0.28 
{Article count, Article citation count, 

Book chapter count, Book count} 

confidence = 0.92 
{Article count, Book chapter count, Book count 

→ Article citation count} 

Engineering 

1 
support =0.94 
{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 

support =0.60 

{Article count, Conference proceeding 
count} 

confidence = 0.99 
{ Conference proceeding count → Article count} 

3 

support =0.60 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Conference proceeding count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article count, Conference proceeding count 
→ Article citation count} 

4 

support =0.60 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Grant count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Book chapter count, 
Conference proceeding count → Article count} 

Family, Consumer & 
Human  

Sciences 

1 
support =0.83 

{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 
support =0.53 

{Article count, Book chapter count} 

confidence = 0.96 

{ Book chapter count → Article count} 

3 

support =0.49 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Book chapter count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Book chapter count 
→ Article count} 

4 

support =0.25 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Grant count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Article count, Grant dollar 
amount → Grant count} 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 
 

Taxonomy 
 

Possible 
results 

Frequent item sets (≥ support) Association rules (≥ confidence) 

Health Professions 

Sciences 

1 
support =0.94 
{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count → Article count} 

 
2 

support =0.49 
{Article count, Book chapter count} 

confidence = 0.99 
{ Book chapter count → Article count} 

3 
support =0.48 
{Article count, Article citation count, 

Book chapter count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count, Book chapter count 

→ Article count} 

4 

support =0.41 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Grant count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Grant count, Grant dollar 
amount → Article count} 

Humanities 

1 
support =0.61 
{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 
support =0.56 
{Article count, Book chapter count} 

confidence = 0.92 
{ Book chapter count → Article count} 

3 
support =0.43 
{Article count, Article citation count, 

Book chapter count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count, Book chapter count 

→ Article count} 

4 

support =0.29 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Book chapter count, Book count} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Book chapter count, Book 
count → Article count} 

Natural Resources & 

Conservation 

1 
support =0.94 
{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 
support =0.59 

{Article count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 

{ Grant dollar amount → Article count} 

3 
support =0.59 
{Grant count, Article citation count, 

Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count, Grant count → Grant 

dollar amount} 

4 

support =0.59 

{Article count, Article citation count, 
Grant count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 

{Article citation count, Grant count, Grant dollar 
amount → Article count} 

Physical & Mathematical 

Sciences 

1 
support =0.93 
{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 
support =0.64 

{Article count, Book chapter count} 

confidence = 1 

{Book chapter count → Article count} 

3 
support =0.59 
{Grant count, Article citation count, 

Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count, Grant count → Grant 

dollar amount} 

4 
support =0.59 
{Article count, Article citation count, 

Grant count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count, Grant count, Grant dollar 

amount → Article count} 

Social & Behavioral 

Sciences 

1 
support =0.93 
{Article count, Article citation count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count → Article count} 

2 
support =0.64 

{Article count, Book chapter count} 

confidence = 0.98 

{Book chapter count → Article count} 

3 
support =0.61 
{Article count, Article citation count, 

Book chapter count} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count, Book chapter count 

→ Article count} 

4 
support =0.34 
{Article count, Article citation count, 

Grant count, Grant dollar amount} 

confidence = 1 
{Article citation count, Grant count, Grant dollar 

amount → Article count} 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This quantitative study was conducted using the commercial 

data provided by Academic Analytics, to examine the effects 

of age and gender on faculty career progression in academia 

and to investigate KPIs that contribute to promotion. The data 

encompasses the scholarly records of 336,793 faculty 

members from 472 Ph.D.-granting universities in the United 
States between 2011 and 2020. The results of our initial 

research question are strong evidence of AGE on faculty 

career advancement, as women are generally underrepresented 

in upper academic ranks, especially at the full professor rank.  

 

Another major finding emerging from our second research 

question is that the rate of promotion from associate to full 

professor is lower for female faculty between the ages of 45-

64 as compared to their male peers. In particular, the rates of 

promotion of women between the ages of 45-54 are lower than 

those of who are between the ages of 55-64, and promotion 

rates of women who are between the ages of 55-64 are lower 

than those of females who are above the age of 65. This is an 

unanticipated finding, since it indicates that female faculty 

who are between the ages of 45-64 are subject to age 

prejudice, as their rates of promotion are lower than those of 

men and women who are above the age of 65. What is 
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surprising is that achieving promotion becomes more 

attainable for women with age, which further supports that 

AGE influences faculty career progression. Consistent with 

previous studies, the average number of years that women 

spend at the ranks of assistant and associate professorships is 

greater than that of men, confirming their longer journey to 

sitting atop of the academic hierarchy and the existence of 

AGE on faculty career advancement. This finding is in accord 

with the results of our second research question, that it takes 

longer for women to earn promotion to full professorship. 

Finally, our last research question’s results reveal that the 

number of journal articles and citations are the top two leading 

KPIs for attaining promotion. This may also indicate evidence 

of AGE on faculty career progression and explain the gender 
imbalance in P&T since the gender gap in scientific 

productivity and visibility [60] has consequential downstream 

effects on P&T decisions.  

The generalizability of our results is subject to certain 

limitations. This research is by no means prescriptive since it 

falls short of embracing the indispensable roles of teaching 

and service indicators in the P&T process. Moreover, it is 

unfortunate that this work only considered records with gender 

binary status and did not include gender-nonconforming 

individuals. Furthermore, the present study did not account for 

epistemic exclusion of female faculty of color since the work 

climate may be harsher for individuals with intersectional 

identities [61]. Another source of weakness in this study 

which may have affected the measurements of age was a lack 

of data on the biological age of faculty. Additionally, the 

scope of this research is bounded by the presence of missing 

values of academic ranks, which could have impacted our 

results regarding the rate of promotion and time in rank. Thus, 
we leave it to future studies to explore alternative imputation 

techniques to address missing values that allow for more 

conclusive statements. To develop a full picture of underlying 

reasons that could explain AGE on faculty career progression, 

our analysis also calls for further scrutiny of turnover as the 

polar opposite of promotion. Additionally, future research 

might employ temporal analysis to observe any potential 

trends arising from the data while being mindful of the 

constraints of discrete-time approaches to data analysis. The 

findings of this study can be used by institutions of higher 

education to benchmark against our data for refining their 

P&T criteria and strike the best balance between the expected 

and actual scholarly characteristics of faculty. Also, the 

insights gained from this research may inform higher 

education stakeholders generally, by providing a snapshot of 

the national landscape of career progression among 

female/aging female faculty. 
There is, therefore, a definite need to redefine the P&T 

process to be more inclusive, especially in the post pandemic 

workplace [62]. In essence, establishing effective 

communication strategies, as well as facilitating a smooth 

cadence and flow of information, could substantially enhance 

the clarity of P&T processes. It is of particular importance that 

the performance metrics for P&T, the criteria for evaluation, 

and the details of the P&T process be disseminated with 

meticulous exactitude. Moreover, fostering a workforce that is 

diverse with respect to age and gender is crucial, as it has been 

demonstrated to promote productivity and diminish rates of 

absenteeism [63]. Indeed, the diversity of faculty in an 

institution should reflect the diversity of the student body 

therein to help future generations of scholars unlearn implicit 

biases that perpetuate age and gender stereotyping. Promoting 

an intergenerational dialogue in the workplace will not allow 

the ageless tact of faculty to go unnoticed. An environment 

that celebrates inclusivity can allow younger and older 

employees to complement each other, as in Saadi’s words: 

“And should they remove from its site the stronghold/ The 

youth with the sword and with wisdom the old” [64, p. 330]. 
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